Personal Social and Emotional Development
Discuss the story characters. What was Mr wolf’s
behaviour like? Why do think he was chasing the pigs?
What expressions do you think the Pigs were making
when they were being chased or when the wolf ran
away?
Can you describe what kind of home you would like to
live in? A castle or a rocket maybe!
Can you pull faces in the mirror and take pictures?

Harewood Nursery School
Weekly Challenges
Each week we will be providing challenges you can
complete throughout the week with your children.
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The Three Little Pigs
Please add any completed challenge to the EEXAT
app for your child: Thank You.

Mathematical Development
Game What time is it Mr wolf, who can run the fastest?
Can design your own house using 2D shapes. Can you
name the shapes in your house? Can you build the
house out of bricks? Can you make them balance?
Number detective, what numbers can you find in your
house or garden? Can you find 2 soft animals and 3
hard animals? How many do you have all together?
Laying down in the garden what shapes can you see in
the clouds above?

Communication and Language

Knowledge and Understand of the World

Why do think the house of straw and house of sticks fell
down? Do you know what is different about the three
little pigs and real pigs?
Using different voices for the characters can you retell
the story?
What do you think Mr wolf could do to say sorry to the
pigs?
Letters and sounds – Describe find it – Put out some
farm animals- the adult describes one and the child
must find which one is being described, then swap.

Once you have made your box model houses. You
can experiment, using a hair dryer to test them, to see
which ones are the strongest and the weakest or which
blow will over first.
Can you use the internet or an information book to find
out the differences between real pigs and the story
pigs?
Edible Chocolate mud farm or Messy Mud, can make
a world of fun! (See activity sheet).

Physical Development
Exercise Dice game
Simon says exercises game.
Physical exercise tick sheet?
Can you build a den indoors or outdoors, what
equipment will you need?
Can you build an house of sticks in the garden? It can
be as big or small as you like. How long do think it will
stand up for?

Literacy

Expressive Art and Design

Do you think the house of bricks will be big enough for
all the pigs to live in together? Can you design a bigger
one for them?
Can you draw your house, sit in the garden and have
a good look at it first. What colours and shapes can
you see? Use your finger puppets to re-tell the story.
Can you learn the Faraway Friends poem? Can you
write a text or a note to post to a friend or family
member?
Can you write with mud? Create some mud paint, See
the activity sheet on the website.

What is your house made of? Can you make a rubbing
picture of the bricks or walls on your house?
Then if you take some crayons with you when you go
for a walk; Can you make more rubbings of the different
patterns around where you live.
Do you know any songs about pigs, can you make a
song up?
Using any materials you have at home Can you make
a mask or pig nose from an egg boxes?
Can you make finger puppets using the template or
with tubes and paper?

